
 

 

“Snow is Glistening” Meets 
“Buffalo Check” 

 
All images © 1990-2018 Stampin’ Up!® 

 
Supplies:  

 Stamp Sets – Snow Is Glistening (149742); Buffalo Check (147794) 

 Card Stock – Whisper White Card Stock - Thick (140272); Whisper White Card Stock 
(100730); Tranquil Tide Card Stock (144246) 

 Stamp Pads – Tranquil Tide (147146); Blushing Bride (147100); Soft Sea Foam 
(147102) 

 Misc. – Layering Ovals Framelits (141706); Stitched Shapes Framelits (145372); 
Snowfall Thinlits Dies (149692); Shimmer Paint – Frost White (147046); Sponge 
Daubers (133773) 
  

Measurements:   

 Whisper White Card Stock - Thick: 8 1/2” x 5 1/2” 

 Whisper White Card Stock:  5 1/4” x 4” 3 ½” x 4” 3 ¼” x 2 ¼”   

 Tranquil Tide Card Stock:   3” x 2”     
   
   



 

 

Instructions: 
1. Score 8 ½” x 5 ½” Thick Whisper White Card Stock at midpoint; fold for standard card 

base. 
2. Using Tranquil Tide ink, stamp sentiment (from Snow is Glistening stamp set) onto 

smallest piece of Whisper White Card Stock; die cut with corresponding oval die. 
3. Die cut Tranquil Tide Card Stock with the correspondingly larger sized Stitched Oval 

die. (One size larger than the oval used in Step 2). Adhere the stamped white oval onto 
the Tranquil Tide oval.  

4. From the 3 ½” x 4” Whisper White Card Stock, cut a snowflake using the largest die in 
the Snowfall Thinlits Dies set. Apply Frost White Shimmer Paint to the outer parts of the 
snowflake with a sponge dauber. (No need to apply paint to the center area as it will be 
hidden.) Set snowflake aside to dry. 

5. Ink up the large Buffalo Check stamp with Soft Sea Foam ink and place rubber-side-up 
on your work surface. Carefully position the 5 ¼” x 4” piece of Whisper White Card 
Stock face-down onto the inked stamp, being careful to center and align it with the 
image pattern as much as possible. Cover with scrap paper and rub the upper surface 
firmly. Remove scrap paper and stamped layer, too.  

6. Using Blushing Bride ink and the tiniest snowflake stamp from the “Snow is Glistening” 
stamp set, stamp the snowflake image into each white square of the Buffalo Check 
stamped background piece. (Re-ink the stamp each time if you want the ink intensity to 
be the same for each image.)  

7. Center and adhere this Buffalo Checked (Soft Sea Foam + Blushing Bride) background 
piece onto the card front. 

8. Once the Shimmer Paint has dried on the large snowflake, arrange and adhere all 
remaining elements as shown in picture.  


